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The Best Adult Coloring Book For Horse Lovers This book combines two worlds into one. The
magical world of freedom, joy, love, celebration and exhilaration of the equine world comes together
with the beautiful relaxing process of creativity and individual expression. This is the second volume
of Cindy Elsharouni and Tamer Elsharouni's equine coloring book for grown ups. This colouring
book contains 40 realistic equine related pages to color. Each image is intricately hand drawn by
professional artists. There are some unicorns and some pegasus'. Some images incorporate the
relationship between a girl and her horse. Perfect for all horse enthusiasts and equestrians. These
pages will open a world of creative possibilities and hours of enjoyment. If you love animals, wild
animals and combining that with mandalas and designs you will love every page in this book. Every
image is a reflection of a beautiful characteristic of the horse. The designs and patterns are
intricately added in an artistic manner to only add to the beauty the horse already possesses. Relax,
enjoy and create some beauties. If you haven't already get the first volume "The Amazing World of
Horses". These book together are a great collection to keep or give away.
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This is my third coloring book by Cindy Elsharouni and my second one that is devoted to horses.
The horses are once again beautifully and elegantly hand-drawn. They can be realistically drawn or
have lots of â€œdoodleâ€• artwork within them to allow me to play with various colors. This book has

a few more designs with a young girl in them along with her horse rather than just the animal.I like
the idea of colorful horses, so for my first two projects I decided to have fun. In one design, I colored
the horses somewhat realistically with lots of colorful emblems and in the second design, I decided
to go all out with imaginary horse colors. I like using my Tombow brush end water-based markers
with Ms. Elsharouni's artwork. Flowing brushwork appeals to me along with the free-flowing designs
of these horses.This is what I found in the coloring book:40 Horse Designs with additional
thumbnails at the front of the book.Designs are printed on thin white, slightly rough non-perforated
paper typical of CreateSpace coloring booksSome designs merge into the binding areaGlue
BindingAlcohol and water-based markers bleed through the pageGel pens and India ink pens leave
color shadows on back of the pageColoring pencils work well: soft lead lay down color, layer, and
blend well; hard lead dent the back of the page but lay down good colorI use a piece of card stock
as a blotter page below the page that I am working on. It keeps ink from seeping through and dents
from marring the page below.

I love the new craze of Adult Coloring ... I am not sure at times though it takes the stress off as I
tend to over judge my coloring. Ha! The art work in this book is amazing. My daughter and I both
love horses so this is a fantastic choice for us. The horses are beautiful and detailed. The paper is
fairly thick, but I would still advise if you are using markers to put a piece of cardboard behind your
work as good marker will bleed through the paper to the next page. The two cons I see in this book
that I would like to see improved is ... to have the pages removable. I like to be able to take my
pages out and display some of them. I know you can take them out with a straight edge razor, but it
would be much easier if they were perforated for you. And some of the art work goes all the way up
to the edge of the closure of the book ... making it hard to work at coloring in the book. Just a few
suggesting maybe for the company to look at. Overall though the book is fantastic and I would
highly recommend.This was a full price purchase and not part of a fair and honest review. I was not
required to write this review. This review is 100% my own and written to help others make a
informed decision when making a purchase.

Love, love, love! This coloring book! It's been years since I've colored.....and I do mean years! So I
thought I would get back into it. My, how coloring books have changed! And for the good! I've
always had horses since I was 3, so this was a treat to find this book. Not only is it full of horses, but
they are all artistically done, all shapes and sizes. Love all the interesting details, fun to color, just
use your imagination! I did a trial run on the first opening page since it had been so long since I've

colored anything, and I must say, it turned out way better than I had expected. I used mostly oil
based pencils with a few markers here and there. The pages are one sided, which is good if you
want to take one out and frame it. The pages work well with colored pencils but would advise putting
a piece of thin cardboard under the page if using markers, as it does seep through. As others have
stated, I do wish they would have made the pages removable......As they are, you will need to get a
straight edge razor to remove them, as they are not easily removed. Still, Very happy with this book
and look forward to coloring more of these fantastic unique creatures :)

Love the artwork, the only slight problem I have with it is that the designs butt up against the binding
so if you color in the book you have problems getting color in that area & you can't get the whole
design if you try printing them out to color, which I often do so that I can color the same page
multiple times. Will definitely have to get the 1st book soon.

I like this one alot! I have bought alot of these coloring books because like alot of people say Ive
become addicted to this coloring thing. This book is awesome! It is so full of pictures.I dolnt know
how many because I havent looked at the fron t and Im not with the book at present but theres so
many pictures and theres no fillins. Like you get some good pictures and a bunch of soso pictures to
fill up the rest of the book. This one has all good ones. Its the first one, well only one other book
besides it has no fillins and that book only has 16 or 17 pictures. The pictures in it are awesome
pictures of horses. You can color as long as your hands will allow and still color some more. As long
as you love horses you wont run out of things to color. This one is my favorite.
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